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Boehlau Verlag Okt 2011, 2011. Buch. Book Condition: Neu.
305x243x25 mm. Neuware - Technically speaking, Pearl diving
proved a demanding photography project for me. I have been
an amateur diver for many years, so I knew I would be entering
an alien world and would have to adapt my way of working
accordingly. But during these dives Susanna, the professional
diver accompanying me, frequently had to get me to the surface
earlier than usual, since my consumption of compressed air
increased considerably when taking photos and I, carried away
by my work, became less careful in monitoring myself. We spent
many days down in the coral deeps: our air consumption was
higher owing to the depth, and thus, for technical reasons, we
were not able to dive for so long. Our dives generally lasted
between 40 and 70 minutes. For the most part we worked with
natural light, rarely resorting to using the spotlights we had
brought with us. Using only available light, the increased density
of the water presented a seemingly insurmountable problem at
times, with bits of plankton floating around to make things even
more difficult. When photographing in such situations you have
no firm foundation and have...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been
printed in an extremely simple way and is particularly simply right a er i finished reading through this pdf where
actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- R osa r io Dur g a n-- R osa r io Dur g a n
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